A Report to the World - from Judge Anna Von Reitz

The UN Corporation doing business as the IMF doing business as the UNITED STATES
doing business as the STATE OF ALASKA, The Federal Reserve doing business as the
Federal Reserve System doing business as the United States of America,
Incorporated, doing business as the State of Alaska, the FEDERAL RESERVE doing
business as THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (INC.) doing business as ALASKA.....
the District of Columbia Municipal Corporation, the WASHINGTON DC MUNICIPALITY,
the U.S.A. (Inc.), the U.S. Corp, The United States of America (Inc.), E Pluribus
Unum the United States of America (Inc.)......
Do you realize that roughly 80% of what Americans have paid to support the poor
and disabled in this country---- public assistance, aid for orphans, the unemployed,
the mentally ill, people with chronic diseases, the elderly, paralyzed veterans---- has
been siphoned off by these above-named corporate vermin, their parent
corporations, subsidiaries, agencies and affiliates?
We paid for all these programs with the intention of taking care of everyone, and
instead, these criminals have been like rats in a grain storage silo, putting out just
enough to give a storefront appearance that these programs were real and helping
people, while secretively embezzling from the poorest and most vulnerable
Americans.
Just as bad, 98% of what Americans have paid to support the poor in other countries
around the world-----vast amounts of foreign aid----have been siphoned off and
squandered by these criminals. We have given and given and given with the
intention of helping people in the Third World and paid for programs to build bridges
and drill water wells and provide homes and livestock and electrical generators and
transportation and roads and fishing boats and clothing and medicine and entire
hospitals and schools and supplies of every kind, plus food of all kinds------and
where has it gone? Mostly stolen by the thieves in Washington, DC, but then also
stolen by their counterparts in other countries.
They have fed upon the innocent and helpless both going and coming---- stealing the
benefit of our giving from the people we intended it for, and thereby stealing from us
as well. They have had a "two for one" theft scheme going, in which the Americans
are thought to be hard-hearted and greedy and selfish, and the people in the Third

World are thought to be ungrateful, lazy, and incompetent, with neither party
realizing that criminally dishonest middlemen have been the problem all along.
Embezzlers. Thieves. Con artists. Imposters. And these duplicitous vermin have
been the "face of America" to the rest of the world. They have sent their commercial
mercenary armies into other countries around the world and raped and pillaged and
stolen and polluted and pedaled their wares of guns and armaments and drugs and
alcohol and every kind of immorality and they have done this in the names of
America and Americans while we have been kept isolated and "dumbed down on the
farm back home"----- believing in "our government" and Mom and apple pie.
It is indeed disgusting to contemplate what these criminals have gotten away with
and what the rest of the world must think of us as a result.
The best that can be said for it is that we know now. We are waking up. For many
people this process is very hard and unpleasant, like being awakened from a sound
sleep with a bucket of cold water. For a while--- weeks or months depending upon
how deeply indoctrinated people are, how loathe they are to admit the truth---- they
rampage around striking out at friend and foe alike, disoriented and unable to know
the difference, still half-asleep and grumpy like hibernating bears in the spring time.
And then something happens. Some little thing goes "click" in their brains and they
realize The Truth. All at once. It is not uncommon for grown men to break down
and weep when this happens. Boom. The American Dream has been unlawfully
converted by these scum bags into the American Lie.
Once they wake up, people know for sure that they are unhappy and have been
unhappy for a long time. They know that they are not free and that they live in fear
of unaccountable "agencies" like the FBI and IRS and FEMA and DHS ----foreign
commercial mercenaries and bill collectors operating under old trade names and
brand names, pretending to be part of a lawful government that is long gone. The
newly awakened gradually own up to the fact that they are constantly being
harassed and exploited and manipulated and disrespected and extorted and
intimidated and misrepresented by people who are supposed to be providing them
with "essential governmental services". They realize they are being robbed---and
worse, blamed for all this evil by the rest of the world.
When I first realized all this it felt like I had a big block of ice in my stomach. There
was no fire, no outburst, no tears, no fear, no great emotion---- just icy cold stillness
and hardness. I felt my jaw solidify into a rock. I realized in that moment that it
truly didn't matter if I lived or died, how much it cost, how long it took----and this is
what I mean when I twist the words of King George V and tell people--- "Keep calm
and get even." Don't flinch. Don't let your emotions run wild. Feel no fear. Don't
worry. The Devil has been living in your house for a long time. The only difference
is that now you know he is there.
We are dealing with the British Raj here. The same vermin that Gandhi had to face
in India. The same ones who mowed down the wives and daughters at Amritsar.
The same ones who kept people from taking salt from the sea, which they needed to
live and which had always been their right to harvest generation unto generation.
The same ones who enslaved the Indian people by the hundred millions to feed
Westminster, the British Crown Corporation, and the Queen --- have been sitting
here polishing their boots in America --- feeding off of us and using our sons and

daughters as fodder in their wars for profit, stealing and manipulating our natural
resources. pawning off their phony paper promises "in equitable exchange" for our
silver and gold, bullying us, and misrepresenting us to the rest of the world so that
at the end of the day after all this abuse at their hands, we would be blamed by the
rest of the world for all the evil these criminals have committed in our names.
And when I say, "in our names"----I mean it literally. Several years ago I obtained a
copy of "my" Master File kept by the IRS and learned that---- supposedly--- I was
running a rum distillery in Barbados. That is a pretty good trick for a grandma who
has never visited the Caribbean. I was pretty high up in the management, too---hauling down the equivalent of $180,000.00 a year in salary that I somehow never
received. Imagine all the other Americans who are going about their lives on dairy
farms and working in small businesses and clerking at grocery stores who are being
grossly, purposefully, with malice-aforethought lied about like this?
Just recently I was given more "official government records"---- this time records
related to my dead father's estate. He has been dead since 1981, but somehow,
"he" is still paying no less than nine (9) mortgages out of estate trust accounts
established "in his name" -----and all for people I never heard of and who are not
part of our family.
How is this possible? When we are mere babies in our cradles undeclared agents of
these foreign corporations ---- the IMF and the British Crown Corporation --- come to
new Mothers in the guise of hospital workers and force them to sign paperwork
seeming to admit that they are all unwed mothers, all "donating" their babies to the
"State" corporation as "wards of the State". I was told that if I didn't sign this
paperwork, my son would not be released to my care. He would be placed in "State
sponsored Foster Care" and I would never see him again.
I was a completely responsible 40 year old adult with a good income, a husband, a
home, everything---- and they pretended that I was an irresponsible, indigent,
unwed mother seeking to offload my unwanted baby and willingly giving him to the
tender mercies of the "STATE OF ALASKA"---- the local franchise of the IMF doing
business as the UNITED STATES (INC.).
They did what they always do. They seized upon his name, copyrighted it as
property of the British Commercial Corporation, and began spinning off all sorts of
corporate "personas" named after my son.
First, there was a "state level" foreign situs trust doing business as Eric Jon Belcher.
And then there was a Roman Inferior (Cestui Que Vie) Trust operated out of Puerto
Rico doing business as ERIC JON BELCHER. And then, most recently, Mr. Obama
decided to create a public transmitting utility called Eric J. Belcher--- also in Puerto
Rico----all owned and operated by the British Crown Corporation and its various
subsidiaries, franchises, and affiliates and created for their benefit.
They have issued performance bonds in my son's name under the pretense that he is
or ever was their ward and have obligated him to pay off their mortgages, accept
their debts, pay their taxes, buy their services, accept conscription into their
commercial mercenary forces, obey every whim of their "Congress", back their
promissory notes with his private property and labor, and so on and on in an endless
recitation of enslavement and false claims and breach of trust.

I want the world to know that all and any paperwork I signed at Providence Medical
Center in November of 1996 I signed under the most detestable and inexcusable
duress imaginable, under threat of forcible kidnapping of my infant son. Any
contract express or implied arising from such practices and seeming to obligate me
or my son is nothing but fraud on the face of it and always has been. The British
Crown Corporation, the UN Corporation, the IMF, the Federal Reserve, their parent
corporations, subsidiaries, agencies, and affiliates are guilty of malicious tort fraud of
the worst kind.
These corporations are under demand to release our copyrighted names,
trademarks, and private estates to our control free and clear, without tax, lien, debt,
attachment, encumbrance, obligation, deed, claim, or colorable title of any kind.
And then we will talk about what else they owe us.
Every corporation involved in this enslavement and kidnapping racket, all those
preying upon babies and new mothers, deserve to be liquidated and have their
assets distributed to their Priority Creditors-----the American People. Those
responsible for promoting and continuing to implement this institutionalized fraud
and enslavement scheme need to be arrested as criminals and prosecuted to the
fullest extent of both national and international law.
People everywhere need to be aware of what has gone on here, who is responsible,
and what we are all facing. It's not "the Americans"----its a nest of vicious and
cowardly criminals who have insinuated themselves and pretended to represent us,
while bilking us and everyone else for their own profit.
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